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Five Steps To

Hi thanks for having me. I'll be here all day. Feel free to go to librarian.net/talks/nlc to see the links that go with this. I'll post the 
link to my twitter feed as well.

Digital literacy is a journey, not a destination. And the digital divide won’t be solved via Yet Another Website though that’s what 
people continue to build and get funding for. How much money would you pay for someone to give you a solution to getting 
people happily and safely online? 

I've got some good news and some bad news. The good news is that there are lots of people who will take your money to sell 
you products and services to "solve" this problem. The bad news is that they don't work, not completely. I'm going to break 
down what some of the hurdles are and talk about what some people are doing to make a dent in this, and what you can do to 
help as part of this state project



0Introduction

It's important to know who "your people" are because the distributed nature of libraries means that by 
and large you're solving problems locally. There are very few top down solutions for technology things 
in libraries. We’ve had the Gates Foundation “helping” which has been a mixed bag. We've got a zillion 
"portal" websites which don't do much for the digitally divided. We need to not just do the work but 
make our case.

If people aren't counting the things that you need counted, count them yourself. If people have been 
doing a good job counting these things, use their data to get funding, noticed, publicized. One of the 
reasons you're all here today is because someone wrote a grant, demonstrated a need....



So, starting small... If you don't know how to read, in the US, you can get someone to teach you for free. If you 
don't know how to drive in the US you can pay someone to teach you. The big thing about both of these skills is 
that they're both very important things to be able to do (some people can't or don't and there are accommodations 
for them) and people are *aware of what they are missing out on* in the larger scheme of things if they can't do 
them, and what systems they need to rely on if they can't do these things. 

The same is not true for technology. People don't know what they don't know. In fact they have a lot of incorrect 
assumptions about what they don’t know. While some people opt to stay offline because of lack of their own 
computer or inability to get internet service, many more stay offline due to fear, inexperience or lack of someone 
to help them. One of the largest and best studies done of why people are offline was by the IRS...



Technology is 
secondary to 

motivating behavior.
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This problem, getting all Americans tech literate, is difficult, like "eliminating poverty" difficult. In fact, they’re very 
similar problems, institutional problems. It's tough to solve this problem by tossing money at it. It's easy to blame 
the people who are affected by it for not making better choices. It's easy to blame the people who are not making 
it better as if they were actively making it worse. There is a lot of anxiety and agita and other issues on all sides. 

There is a lot of debate about what's actually working since we're mostly not measuring results, just attendance.  
And the information poor, like the cash poor, are always with us. But in short: if you haven't learned how to use a 
computer in 2013, there is probably a reason. May be good, may be bad, but understanding the reason, as 
teachers, will help you help the person.



There are few real "penalties" in the US for non-adopters, few things that will force you online. There are some 
government services (unemployment forms, state tax forms in some places) and some things you might want to 
have like cheaper toner ink or job applications. Most people that I see getting online for the first time nowadays 
are doing it either because they are forced to, or for facebook (grandkids!) or to have a mailing list for their group. 
When I gave a similar talk in maine people were getting online for moose licenses. A lot of people got online at or 
right after Hurricane Irene in Vermont or Hurricane Sandy in NY. 

There is a mythos surrounding non-adoption ("harken back to a simpler time...") and a mistrust or suspicion of 
early or heavy tech adopters as somehow being "trendy" for their use of technology. Many heavy tech adopters 
and most advertisers do not do much to clear this misconception up.

Maybe this is just me and the people I live near in Vermont.



I grew up rural and live in a rural-ish town (4000 ppl) By choice. I grew up in a town in MA that was small and rural and I liked it. 
I like it now, in Randolph, which is about the same size that Boxboro used to be when I lived there. 

I have an internet job being a community manager on MetaFilter.com, I fill in at the local library, and I work 7-10 hours a week 
at the local vocational high school teaching adult education classes and staffing what we call "Computer Drop-In Time" I get to 
hang out in a classroom with wifi, broadband and some basic PCs. People come in with questions, I try to answer them or we 
find answers together. People need to acquire skills, we've got a lot of basic skill-building tools for them. Sometimes they help 
each other. 

This is Marian showing Joyce her facebook page. Joyce isn't on facebook but she's curious about it. Ultimately, this sort of thing 
works better and more completely than people getting used to just asking me questions. For people to be literate, they need to 
be able to figure out how to answer their own questions. My approach could best be described as "benign neglect"



I wrote a book and this website goes with it. If I had to sum up what I’ve learned in 15 years of technology 
instruction, it’s give people a room with a computer and internet and no time limit and be around to answer 
questions but not TOO around. Most people will explore. Some won’t. You’ll need to work extra with those 
folks. 

I wrote a longer book more about techniques and vocabulary and things novice users don’t know in specific. 
This talk is more about what is good for libraries and librarians to know in general. But my entire list of 
links/resources is online and I’m told you can find PDFs of my book now floating around the darknet if you 
look for it.

I'm going to break down some of the general ideas that have been helpful for me and then touch on 
specifics which I'm sure we'll chat more about over the rest of the day.



1Know your local situation
(and advocate)

The biggest deal is that the context is really different depending on your community. Highly connected? 
Not very connected? Local employer? No local employer? Tight knit community? Commuter community? 
Older? Younger? Approaches will vary significantly.



I live where the red star is, in the center of Vermont, that's Montpelier at the top (sorry for the terrible map). This is part of a map from 
recovery.vermont.gov showing who has broadband. The darkest color is 90-100%. The lightest color is 0-10% I live in a small island of 
broadband in a sea of dial-up, or nothing.

William Gibson said "The future is already here — it's just not very evenly distributed." One of the biggest issues with institutionalized 
problems like poverty and the digital divide is that they can be invisible to people not in the thick of them. I have friends who live in 
Brooklyn or the Bay Area or even other large cities who find it hard to believe that there are whole communities of offline people, without 
email or internet access. I'm not even including my usual slides about the 20% of people who don't have internet at home or the 35% who 
don't have broadband at home. I've been talking about these numbers for five years and they're barely budging.

The last time I had this conversation with a friend from CT he was like "yeah but they have smart phones, right?" and I was like "Are you 
kidding?" So... awareness is part of it. The people who build the web need to know that there are people who are still just learning the 
web. Part of doing your job is telling your peoples’ stories.
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This is a similar slide for Nebraska (every state has a different broadband agency, your maps are nicer.) Blue 
means cell only, red means DSL, purple means fiber? Tan means NOTHING, they have nothing. Just detailing 
here that even though the digital divide can mean many things [lack of interest, lack of ability, lack of 
connectivity] in the hierarchy of needs we're still down near the bottom in some way, and libraries have to 
respond to this. Before we get people truly connected mostly what we can do is get them ready to be 
connected. And this slide from the state (nice job Michael) outlines why it's OUR job and not someone else's. 
This is what you tell your funders.
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Aaaaaand more stats are here. This sort of thing won't necessarily help you do your jobs 
better but it will help you make very effective use cases for why you need this or that funding 
or this or that grant. Pew Reports are my first go to but ALA's State of America's Libraries is 
pretty sweet also. Your state library is good at this. Mine could be better.



 We have 270 public libraries 
in this state trying to teach 

everyone how to use 
computers.

Start from the message ... and we need your help



2Form partnerships with 
other local folks 

(long term and short term solutions)

I know it's weird to say, but not every person who comes into the library with a computer 
question needs the librarian's one-on-one attention. In fact, unless you have the staffing for 
it, most of them maybe shouldn't get it. Do you teach them to drive? Do you teach them to 
read? Have a plan. What else is available in your region. How else can you help these people. 
Do you know where to look?

This is always the touchiest topic but I’ve found that the libraries who do this best are often 
the ones who are able to do it ... least? Or rather they are able to partner with other 
community organizations and get projects off the ground using the strengths of  many 
different sorts of organizations. Maybe some have space. Maybe some have technology. 
Maybe some have free time and the ability to help out. You find unlikely alliances.



Here are people who are doing sort of what I do at my adult education center. Is there a place 
like this near you (this one is in Omaha)? If not could you get one started?

One of the things that is interesting about my adult ed center is that the tech classes we 
teach, while being very affordable for students, actually earn income for the center. So there 
is some money, not a ton, but some, to do things like pay other teachers for things like 
drop-in time that don't pay so well or at all.

A few other options. Local tutors? Senior centers? Craigslist? Make sure you know what’s 
available. Sure people may like the library the best and that’s terrific but this is a problem 
larger than we can fix ourselves and appropriate triage is actually part of managing the 
overall problem



This one for example: AARP + GeekSquad. For $100 you can get a Geek Squad member (in a 
program co-sponsored by AARP) to install and/or repair your machine and you get unlimited 
tech support. I predict these people will go bankrupt with this program, but without an AARP 
number, I'm not even sure what the limits of this service are. $99 a year for free tech support 
sure sounds good though. I just want to get across that not everyone who is information poor 
is cash poor, though some of them may be cheap [esp in New England] and we need to do 
some triage to figure out what is what sometimes.



Every time I find myself on a site where I think "Hey those people seem to really know what 
they're doing" I check out two things 1. who their web designer is 2. who funds them.

So in this case a very nice set of classes and a very nice website was a partnership with a 
state literacy council, an immigrant advocacy group and a health services group that does 
outreach to spanish speakers. All funded by ... the America Connects Consortium a group I 
knew very little about. Apparently they were funded in 2000 by the U.S. Department of Ed to 
“help community technology centers (CTCs) create programs that leverage computer 
technology to improve academic achievement, teach job-related skills, build small 
businesses, and empower their constituents to become "digital citizens."

Sounds like people we should know.
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Another project from the UK that I really like, the “computer buddies scheme” Buddies are 
people from the public who volunteer an hour a week  for up to six weeks to just “hang 
around” while you use a library computer. And this solves other social problems, getting 
people connected not just to computers but to other people.

This is another project by UK online centres who are the bridge between libraries and people 
who are digitally excluded.



Who should we be 
working with?

Make sure you know who else is out there and what they are doing.



3Don't reinvent 
the wheel

(steal one)

Maybe there really isn't anything nearby, or it's not any good or too expensive or whatever 
the problem is ... seasonal... It's really difficult but we need to not make all new classes and 
videos and websites for each educational foray we make. 

I firmly believe that the digital divide will not be solved by yet another "help the novices" 
website. There are many out there, some are good, some are less good. Do good curation. 
Use your unique librarian skills. Make good handouts (we'll look at this later) or steal them! 
Here are some stealable ideas.



Part of your "we teach tech!" message is about setting expectations both for patrons and for 
staff/teachers. If you need your staff to be functional in various technologies, let them know 
and give them an opportunity for training/education but at some point they need to be 
responsible for learning it. Certain people have better personalities for this than others. 
Nothing wrong with that.

Surprise Arizona - this is a great program and also sends a good message: it makes it clear 
that the "need help with your ipod" thing is not a general reference desk question. While we 
feel weird saying "We don't do that" we feel less weird saying "We don't do that right now..."



Nashville TN before the holiday season put this up. They could not keep these things 
stocked. Be relevant. Be timely.



Sometimes people don't know what they don't know. Other times they don't know that they 
might want what they don't know about. We subscribe to Heritage Quest at my library and 
most of our patrons who are into genealogy know about it and no one else does. Many 
people don't even know what a database is but they know they like doing family history 
research.

We have it on our web site but tech novices aren't reading that. This is a trick the Cranston 
Public Library in Rhode Island does. I think it’s brilliant.



Don't ever teach someone how to use a mouse again. This website is perfect.



This is the online guide for Milwaukee Public Library's classes. Every handout is available 
online, both for students who might take the class, people who have taken the class, and 
people who might want a refresher. You’re only allowed to take the same class once per 
month because they’re popular, but you can read the handouts in the meantime. Teaching 
one of these classes? TAKE THESE HANDOUTS



What are other people 
doing that works? Can 

we do that?

Setting clear expectations is one of the most important parts of the technology experience, 
both with instruction and with programming. This is true for staff as well as patrons. If you 
need your staff to be functional in various technologies, let them know and give them an 
opportunity for training/education but at some point they need to be responsible for learning 
it.

Remember libraries aren't competing, it's okay to share.



4Identify, promote & 
create good design

(don't make it harder)

One of the things, in my opinion, that makes tentative technology users even more tentative 
is having to grapple with terrible websites. And thinking that the problem is them. 

And let’s face it many websites are awful to look at and not very usable. I know there is a lot 
of debate about this, but usability and user experience are real measurable things, ones that 
this profession could stand to spend some more time informing themselves about. Often you 
can go a long way telling a struggling user “Yeah the Home Depot job application form on 
their website is just plain difficult. It’s not well designed, let me help you with it” but that’s a 
less useful offering if they’re struggling with our own online catalogs or our library websites.



So here just to compare and contrast....  Getting public services in the US. I don't mean to 
nitpick, but I find the word "easy" in “government made easy” to be deeply problematic for 
novice users. It’s like saying “Hey even a monkey could do this, so if YOU’RE having trouble, 
well....” 

Is this website easy? It's not even that easy for me. I prefer terms like "uncomplicated" I tell 
people “This won’t take too many steps and I think they’re all ones that you know...”



Here’s the public services in the UK site. I think it’s more straightforward, shows more on one 
page, highlights and accentuates with color and bold for emphasis. It’s good.



Here’s a “let’s help people with tech support” pages that I like. It’s by Google. They sent it 
around for a while but I haven’t heard much about it lately. It’s teachparentstech.org. Has a 
simple form which you can check some boxes and send a parent [or grandparent, or student, 
or staff member] a simple video that described some aspect of technology.



The UK had a more centralized approach to teaching technology with community technology 
centres in many places as well as these easy to interact with websites.



Possibly my favorite thing that isn’t mousercise is Internet Buttons. 

Make a start page for people that will never change, and that always goes where you want it 
to go. They’ve made some funny examples on the website. I have one that I demonstrate for 
people. Setting up a new one is so easy any member of your staff who can use a mouse can 
do it. Seriously.
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You can find more examples of some of these sorts of things on digitalliteracy.gov, another 
poorly promoted website. It’s very good at pointing people to the library. Unfortunately the 
library link takes you to
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this not so good search page, which is broken, or was the last time I tried it.



And companies who want things from you will use this against you, and novice users in 
particular. What does google want? Your phone number and they make it easier to give it 
than to not give it. Similarly with Discover. We have to make it clear to users how to protect 
themselves and do what THEY want to do.
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How does our digital 
content look? Can 
people really use it?

I think a lot of web content is done on a "It works, upload it!" basis and people don't think 
enough about design. And some of the people who are thinking about it do not have your 
best interests at heart.



5Solve the real problem
(for real people)



Sometimes it helps to model "types" of patrons  each of these types of patrons has to be dealt with differently and causes different problems 
for the librarian/library staff. You may have some, or none of these patrons in your library but your technology training and planning should 
acknowledge their existence. (same for staff as well)

Remember for people with little computer experience, your computer may be the only one they know how to use or they may be coming to 
the library because other people got tired of helping them



People can sometimes stressed and unhappy but they are not mad at you, remind them of 
this if you need to. Is the patron having an anger, fear or confusion-based response to the 
problem? Do you need to deal with that first? Think back to "motivating behavior" this is 
important.

Here are a few nitty gritty things which we'll talk more about as the day goes on.



The Training
• Objectives - clear, attainable

• Outlines - stick to them, allow more time 
than you think you need

• Exercises - practice muscle memory

• Vocabulary - any word they don't know

• See Also - books/pamphlets for more info?



• "Explain the problem in your own words." 

• "What were you doing when this 
happened?" 

• "What were you trying to do?"

• "What were you expecting to happen?"

The Troubleshoot

 [you are the smiling buddha] Ask open-ended questions. Troubleshooting is basically eliminating possibilities from what could be wrong. 
Just like how if your car won't start it's an air, fuel, spark problem, tech problems are also usually reducible to a few general things.



Process of Elimination

• Hardware problem

• Software problem

• "Wetware" problem (PEBKAC)

• Gremlins *

* no such thing, but sometimes a reboot helps...



Ultimately, teaching them to fish in this case also means teaching them how to get answers 
when you're not around. This means support sites like the manufacturers', forum sites like 
Adobe Forums (or whatever the product is) and CALLING TECH SUPPORT if your thing is under 
warranty or especially if your internet is down. People don’t like to do this, it makes sense. 

If all you know about computers or the internet was what you read in the paper, you might 
feel that way too. 



Are we solving 
people’s real problems? 

Are we helping?

Our job is to help people get better information, better experiences and better help then they 
would be getting on their own. You don’t have to be a computer genius to do this, in fact 
sometimes it helps if you aren’t one.



It all comes down to culture. (you need a few referents to get this joke) All culture is, is the 
touchstones and experiences and references that we all share. We’ve been in the library 
culture. We’re experiencing and moving that culture towards the tech culture, either by being 
led there by our patrons or leading the charge, patrons and staff in tow. The shift is not 
simple and it’s not quick, but it’s one that we are better prepared to face with confidence and 
good humor if we do it together. Us, our patrons, our communities. Thanks.



thank you
<librarian.net/talks/nlc>


